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Linde Freezing & Chilling Systems Displayed at Process Expo 

DANBURY, Conn., (October 11, 2021) – Linde (NYSE:LIN; FWB:LIN) announced today that 

its CRYOLINE® UPF ultra performance flighted freezer –to help customers produce 
individually quick frozen (IQF) products – and the CRYOLINE® CVT cryovantage tunnel 

freezer – with a focus on cryogen efficiency – will be on display in booth 11023 at the 
FPSA Process Expo in Chicago.  

Linde is an FPSA allied member and works with food processing companies to provide 

effective and cost-efficient methods utilizing liquid nitrogen or liquid carbon dioxide to 
rapidly freeze, chill, or cool food products to processor’s desired target temperatures. 

Process Expo will be held in Chicago’s McCormick Place South Hall, November 2-5, 2021. 
Linde staff will be on hand to discuss how cryogenic gas technology has helped 

customers lower their production costs and improve overall product quality. 

“The Process Expo show floor offers visitors a look at many of the latest advances in food 
processing and production,” said Chris Johnson, Business Development Director. “Linde’s 

food cooling, process chilling, and cryogenic freezing systems are optimized for rapid 
and efficient heat removal to help processors benefit from high quality products 

produced within a reduced footprint compared to other industry offerings.”  

About Linde  

Linde is a leading global industrial gases and engineering company with 2020 sales of 
$27 billion (€24 billion). We live our mission of making our world more productive every 

day by providing high-quality gases, technologies and services which are making our 

customers more successful and helping to sustain and protect our planet. 

The company serves a variety of end markets including chemicals & refining, food & 

beverage, electronics, healthcare, manufacturing, and primary metals. Linde's industrial 
gases are used in countless applications, from life-saving oxygen for hospitals to high-



purity & specialty gases for electronics manufacturing, hydrogen for clean fuels and 

much more. Linde also delivers state-of-the-art gas processing solutions to support 
customer expansion, efficiency improvements and emissions reductions. 

For more information about the company and its products and services, please visit 
www.lindefood.com 

About FPSA 

The Food Processing Suppliers Association (FPSA) is a global trade association serving 

suppliers in the food and beverage industries. The Association's programs and services 
support member’s success aiding in marketing products and services, overall 

improvement in key business practices and many opportunities to network among 
industry colleagues. Programs and services to achieve these objectives include PROCESS 

EXPO (industry leading trade show), electronic media marketing, education, market 
intelligence, research of, and advocating for critical industry issues such as food safety, 

sanitary design of equipment, and global trade. 
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